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What’s an Independent Study Honors Course? 
An Independent Study Honors course is a way to enrich your Honors experience at 
UMass. They come in two varieties. The first is the “add-on” version, a one- or two-credit 
course that you create in collaboration with a course instructor to supplement a regular 
course. For example, if  you are enrolled in POLISCI 121 World Politics, an ISH add-on 
could cover some specific topic in that course more in-depth. The second is the full course 
version, a course for three to six credits that you create in collaboration with a faculty 
member without being linked to another course.  

Both varieties operate almost exclusively like other independent study courses. You will 
meet weekly or every two weeks with your instructor to discuss readings and the course 
topic, and also complete a longer paper or other project for a grade. These can be an 
excellent way to enrich your education and to prepare yourself  for future Honors 
requirements, such as an honors thesis or project. 

The paper or project is the highlight of  an ISH course. For an add-on to a 100- or 200-
level course, a final paper should be about 10-12 pages; there should also be some 
additional, shorter assignments. For a standalone course, the paper should be 
correspondingly longer. In all cases, the difficulty, length and number of  assignments 
should match to the course level and the number of  credits involved (a 300-level 
standalone ISH for six credits should be much more involved and demanding than a 100-
level add-on course for one credit). 

Registering for an ISH course requires you to complete an application, which will be 
reviewed by your faculty member, the Honors program director for the major in which it is 
offered, and the Commonwealth Honors College academic standards committee. Each 
stage of  this review process involves checking to ensure that the course will be rigorous 
and well planned so you can have an intellectually challenging and fulfilling experience. 

How Do You Find an ISH Instructor? 
To create an ISH course, email or otherwise contact the instructor with which you would 
like to work (for an add-on course, this will be the full-time faculty member who leads the 
non-Honors course).  

At this stage, you should ask if  the instructor would be willing to discuss creating an ISH 
course. ISH courses entail a substantial amount of  labor for the faculty member, and they 
may not always be willing to offer such a course or capable of  doing so. That shouldn't 
make you feel bad about asking! Many instructors are happy to do this. It does mean that 
you should be respectful when you make the request of  the instructor and understanding 
if  the instructor declines. 
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Contact the faculty member as early as possible—ideally, during the registration period in 
the semester before you want to enroll. If  the instructor agrees to consider a meeting, 
come prepared with some ideas about what the course could cover. Be as specific as 
possible regarding your expectations and interests, but know that you will be developing 
this course in collaboration with the instructor—and the faculty member will ultimately be 
in charge of  the material, just as they would in a normal course. 

Talking about Topics 
When you meet with the faculty member, you should have some idea about the topics you 
would want to study in the ISH experience. All you need to start the conversation with 
your faculty member is the germ of  an idea (or two, or three). You should also have some 
idea about the general topic area that you would want your final project to investigate. 

An add-on course usually focuses on providing  either breadth or depth to the subject matter 
of  the underlying course. Going for breadth would mean taking the course's substantive 
content and expanding on it a little bit. If  you are taking a class about international law that 
focuses on international humanitarian law, for instance, you might add on some readings 
about a related topic, like how countries incorporate that body of  law into their domestic 
bureaucracy. Alternatively, you could add depth. An add-on ISH for a course about 
Congress, for instance, could go more in-depth into how legislative rules have developed 
or study the operations of  a particular committee.  

A standalone course should cover material of  a similar level of  thoroughness and detail to 
a regular classroom course. A standalone ISH course may be offered at the 100-, 200-, 
300-, or 400-level course, and the depth and rigor of  the course should match the general 
level of  difficulty of  courses at the same level. Similarly, standalone courses should involve 
a level of  student effort corresponding to the number of  credit hours, with a four-credit 
ISH course involving more effort and mastery than a three-credit course. Students and 
instructors should frankly and openly discuss their expectations for reading, discussion, 
and assessment. 

Once you and the faculty member have agreed (in writing) to a general description of  the 
course and what it will cover, you can move to the application stage. 

How Do You Apply to Create an ISH Course? 
Applying to create an ISH course is straightforward and handled completely through CHC 
PATHS. The instructions for how to use the CHC PATHS process are available via the 
Commonwealth Honors College Web site.  

I strongly recommend that you and your faculty member create and agree to a draft ISH 
submission answering the core questions below before you put your proposal into CHC 
PATH. The faculty member should never see an ISH proposal for the first time when it is routed to them  
for approval by CHC PATHS.  
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The following sections provide advice on how to answer each part of  the ISH application. 
Once the ISH application has been reviewed and approved, you will be automatically 
enrolled into the course. Any level of  approver, however, may request revisions to clarify 
points or to otherwise ensure the course meets relevant standards. 

What Will You Study? 
This section should clearly define what you want to study. You should offer a clear 
explanation of  what you are studying in one or two paragraphs. Here’s an example: 

I will study the foreign policy of  the Russian Federation. The ISH project will 
investigate how conceptions of  Russian national identity interact with the diplomacy, 
economics, and military posture of  the Russian government. This material will be 
investigated parallel to POLSCI 255 American Foreign Policy and will complement 
and extend that course’s material. Together, we hope to understand the sources of, and 
constraints on, U.S.-Russian cooperation and conflict. 

Make sure that you’re dedicating at least three hours per week, every week, to the course—
both in the application and in actually taking the course. 

How Will You Conduct Your Research? 
Don’t be intimidated by the term “research”; the committee is interested in what you will 
read and do and whether it is appropriate for the level of  your proposed ISH course. 

Describe in detail sorts of  resources—movies, journal articles, books, museum visits, and 
so forth—that you will be using for your independent study course. Give specific 
examples, concrete; the more that you can give, the better. The very best thing would be to 
have a week-by-week breakdown of  readings, but that’s not necessary at this stage 
(although you should work out a week-by-week schedule with your instructor once your 
ISH is approved).  

An excellent submission that is unlikely to be returned for revision will give specific details 
about the topics that will be studied, the resources that will be used, and an extensive list 
of  readings with full citations. The following would be an excellent submission for a 
standalone course: 

I will read materials covering the history of  Russian foreign policy, contemporary 
basics of  Russian foreign policymaking in the Putin era, and specific applications to 
Russian foreign policy with Europe, the Middle East, China, and the United States.  

The core text will be Timothy Colton’s Russia: What Everyone Needs to 
Know (Oxford University Press, 2016). I will also read the following: 

Kotkin, Stephen. “Russia’s Perpetual Geopolitics.” Foreign Affairs May/June 
2016. 

Trenin, Dmitri. 2016. “Russia’s Post-Soviet Journey.” Foreign Affairs. 
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Soroka, George. 2018. “Blessings and Curses from Constantinople.” Foreign 
Affairs 25 October. 

Gunitsky, Seva. “One Word to Improve U.S. Russia Policy.” The New Republic 
27 April 2018.  

Hopf, Ted. 2012. “The Evolution of  Russia’s Place in the World: 1991-2011.” 
Demokratizatsiya. 

Clunan, Anne L. 2014. “Historical aspirations and the domestic politics of  
Russia’s pursuit of  international status.” Communist and Post-Communist Studies. 

Dubrov, Arkady. 2018. “Reflecting on a Quarter Century of  Russia’s Relations 
with Central Asia.” U.S.-Russia Insight. 

Götz, Elias. 2017. “Putin, the State, and War: The Causes of  Russia’s Near 
Abroad Assertion Revisited.” International Studies Review. 

Oliker, Olga. 2018. “Moscow’s Nuclear Enigma: What is Russia’s Arsenal Really 
For?” Foreign Affairs 

Westad, Odd Arne. 2018. “Has a New Cold War Really Begun?” Foreign 
Affairs 

[etc.] 

Feel free to use subheadings and other divisions to make clear what readings will go with 
what aspect of  the course. It is possible that at the stage of  submitting your application 
you and your faculty member will have a good idea of  the first stage of  readings but you 
both intend that subsequent readings will be guided by the questions and directions that 
emerge as you discuss those. In that case, you should simply explain the process for 
selecting those additional materials.  

Your reading list for a standalone course should be approximately as difficult and as 
extensive as a similar course at the difficulty level and number of  credit hours. Your 
reading list for an add-on course will be correspondingly shorter and may involve fewer 
readings. Saying only that you will read some articles and books is not sufficient. Unless 
you can name specific and suitable texts, your application to be returned for revision. 

What is your timeline and proposed method for 
benchmark evaluations of your ISH progress/
achievements throughout the semester? 
Explain when and how you and your faculty member will work together, giving specific 
dates and clear statements about when you will complete your work and how it will be 
assessed. In particular, you need to make sure that you have some opportunity to turn in an 
assignment and receive feedback before the mid-semester “W” deadline. You should also make 
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sure that you have enough face time with your instructor to guarantee an opportunity to 
discuss the course material. 

Here is an example suitable for a 300-level standalone course: 

I will meet with Professor Musgrave for 60 minutes weekly to discuss the readings. 
For each meeting, I will generate a 200-300 word response based on the main themes 
in each reading. Additionally, by February 20, I will prepare a 500-600 word 
proposal for a final paper, laying out the topic and scope of  a 2500-3000 word final 
paper. By March 20, I will present a revised 600-800 word proposal, including a 
summary of  proposed resources to be drawn on for that paper. I will submit a 
2500-3000 word final paper by the end of  the term and give a 10-minute final 
presentation based on that paper. 

How Will You Present Your ISH for grading? 
This section should mostly be drafted by, or closely edited by, your instructor. Since the 
ISH contract is equivalent to a syllabus, it needs to explain the standards by which you will 
be graded. This should specify what kind of  final project (paper, presentation, or other) 
you will turn in and what other elements should count for your grade. There must, again, 
be some graded element due before the withdrawal deadline for the course. This section 
may be lengthy or it may be short: 

A final paper (50 percent), weekly participation (30 percent), and presentation (20 
percent) will constitute the grade. 

Making the Most of Your ISH Course 
Independent study courses require a substantial amount of  discipline and steady 
engagement. Make sure that you are taking the course as seriously as you would if  it were a 
normal classroom-based course. Be respectful of  the faculty member by living up to your 
commitments—in particular, by showing up to each meeting, doing the readings, and 
submitting assignments on time. Keep an open line of  communication with the faculty 
member about your progress. If  you encounter problems that the faculty member cannot 
resolve, contact the Honors Program Director for advice.
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